I AM UNIQUE…

TOLERANCE VERSES ACCEPTENCE…
As a soul I am unique, for there is not another in existence that is exactly like me. I am different from every other creation of God, and God would be incomplete without me, for I am a vital part of the Creators Being. My age cannot be known in regards to earth’s time, for before the earth was formed I existed. Before anything was created I existed. I am the Father on a higher vibration level.

This level of Father is Spirit, and Spirit is my source, my core essence. Soul and Spirit are one in essence, different only in terms of their rate of vibration. As a soul I was created when Spirits vibration was lowered as the result of the travail it experienced out of its desire to express and expand. Creation is the result of Spirits desire to express, expand, and experience itself as the infinite number of forms with all the many different experiences these forms would have in consciousness.

As a soul I have been on a very long journey and experienced many things. As Spirit I change not in terms of essence but I gain from every experience that every created thing I’ve created has had and continues to have. That is my reason for my desire to create the illusion of the world of opposites. Duality creates contrast and this provides All That Is the challenges it needs to grow in experience producing the knowledge that will bring all of creation into the absolute oneness that I am.

The highest vibration my creation can come to is Love. This pure love is created from the knowledge that is created from what the ego sees as failure. This is how sin consciousness serves you. As the dual mentality of the ego has served its purpose it self destructs. All that is destroyed is that which the human mind has created since it wondered away from me. This due to its dual programming throughout its long journey.

Everything the soul experiences will always work out for the ultimate good of all that exists. Every soul is the I am on its journey into the land of forgetfulness and ultimately back to the land without words, which place in consciousness without exception that all souls are being drawn to. This is that “good land” the land that is always flowing with milk and honey, that land that teems with abundant life. This is the new earth that the law of attraction is bringing all souls into.
When the soul’s consciousness is purified by the journey that it has traveled since its beginning, and the single eye is opened, it is then ready to step into the land where Love takes possession of it. This love is the pure love and the only love that ever existed. It is pure from any taint of duality. Therefore there exists no judgment of one self or of any other for it knows of nothing amiss or out of place in all of creation. It is not blind to what the dual mind sees as error but knows that this mind has a use and that its use is beneficial to all that still remain in the illusion.

It is because of this knowledge that there is no judgment in the single eye consciousness, for why would it be critical of anything it knew was for the perfection of all creation? For the soul to see that all is well, pure love is generated within it. This Love casts out all fear and without fear I am free to love all of creation unconditionally. It is then that I and my Father Blend into oneness in a way different then before I left my Fathers house.

I am unique, therefore I will sometimes have thoughts, feelings, and experiences that are often different from my brother. I have a distinctly different path to travel then does any other soul which has been and is being created from my own unique consciousness. All of us are extensions of source energy. This fact is our guarantee that even though our paths my seem to be vastly different at times; they all will bring us to the very same destination.

It was my decision to lose myself in duality. It was for this reason I created the illusion. The illusion serves me and will self destruct with my dual mind. I will then awaken in his likeness. I will embody pure love and acceptance. To understand these things will bring me to a place in consciousness where tolerance will give way to acceptance.